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Chapter 1
Introduction and Summary
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NASA's Advanced Air Transportation Technologies (AATT) program is devel-
oping a set of decision support tools to aid air traffic service providers, pilots, and
airline operations centers in improving operations of the National Airspace Sys-
tem (NAS). NASA will develop each DST with high potential benefits to the
point that the basic technology is proven. At that point, the Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration (FAA) will evaluate the tool for potential full-scale development and
deployment throughout the NAS.
A variety of efforts already underway were consolidated under the AATT um-
brella. The AATT program plans to initiate new projects as well. The research ef-
forts focus on improving operations in three areas:
At airports and their vicinity (terminal area) during takeoff and climb and
approach and landing,
_, En-route at FAA air traffic management facilities and in the cockpit, and
On the ground at airports.
These efforts range in maturity from concept to demonstrated technology, ready to
be implemented by the FAA. Table 1-1 shows the AATT products included in this
study.
Other tools also are planned for future development but were not sufficiently
documented for inclusion in this study. For more information, see the Summary
Overview and Status of AATT Program Development Activities (ref 1) and AATT
Program Operation Concept (ref 2).
NASA needs a set of unifying metrics to tie these efforts together, which it can
use to track the progress of the AATT program and communicate program objec-
tives and status within NASA and to stakeholders in the NAS. These stakeholders
include the airlines, other airspace users, aircraft manufacturers, the FAA, air traf-
fic controllers, Congress, and the traveling public. Furthermore, a concise set of
metrics will help AATT program managers to compare AATI" products, their
status, and priority relative to the others.
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Table 1-1. AATT Products Included in Study
AATT product Description
Terminal area operations:
Traffic Management Advisor
('I'MA)
Passive Final Approach
Spacing Tool (P-FAST)
Active Final Approach
Spacing Tool (A-FAST)
Expedite Departure Path
(EDP)
En route operations:
Conflict Prediction and Trial
Planner (CPTP)
Airspace Tool and Sector
Tool (AT/ST)
Advanced En-route Ground
Automation (AERGA)
Collaborative Arrival Plan-
ning (CAP)
Enhanced Cockpit Display of
Traffic Information (E-CDTI)
Airborne Integrated Route
Planner for Avoiding Traffic
and Hazards (APATH)
Airport ground operations:
Passive Surface Movement
Advisor (SMA-1)
Active Surface Movement
Advisor (SMA-2)
Decision support tool (DST) to assist air traffic controllers (ATC)
in metering traffic into terminal airspace
DST to generate advisories to ATC on arrival schedule,
sequencing, and runway assignment
DST to generate flight path advisories to ATC for each
arriving aimraff
DST(s) to assist ATC in load management, sequencing, spac-
ing, and merging departing traffic into en-route traffic streams
DST to identify potential conflictsand evaluate trial
resolutions in advance of current ATC time horizon
Paired DSTs to support ATC conflict prediction and
resolution in low traffic, unconstrained regions (AT) and
high-traffic, or otherwise constrained areas (ST)
DST(s) to support ATC, airlines, and air crew in meeting sched-
uled arrival in the terminal area, automatic conflict resolution,
data exchange between ATC sites and between ATC and air-
craft, and automated trajectory negotiation
DST to support data exchange, communication, and planning
between ATC and airlines
DST to support air crew situation awareness of traffic, conflict
detection and avoidance, and trajectory negotiation with ATC
DST to support air crew situational awareness of traffic and
other hazards with a longer time horizon than CDTI and to plan
routes to avoid those conflictsand hazards
DST to share information among air traffic controllers, airport
operators, and airlines
DST(s) to extend the information content and airport applicability
of SMA-1
Source: Summary Overview and Status of AA TT Program Development Activities (ref 1).
The LMI task was to provide such a set of metrics and to determine reasonable
goals that the AA'I'r program should strive to achieve for each. This report docu-
ments the results of our efforts and the four unifying metrics we recommend for
the AATT program. They are as follows:
t Improve airport peak capacity by 30 to 40 percent--in terms of operations
per hour as measured in a 15-minute interval; this metric applies to airport
terminal area operations.
Increase en-route sector capacity by 10 to 20 percent--in terms of the
number of aircraft a controller can safely handle at one time; this metric
applies to en route operations.
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Reduce block time and fuel 2 to 5 percent and 2 to 4 percent respec-
tively-in terms of the time and fuel necessary to fly a set of routes with
particular aircraft under similar conditions. This metric applies to airport
terminal area, en-route, and ground operations. That is to say, it applies to
all AATT products.
Enable free flight by conducting expert evaluation of AATT program' s
progress toward providing free flight-enabling technologies; 1 this metric
applies to en route operations.
The first three metrics are objective, observable measures. The last is subjective.
Together, these metrics provide full coverage for all AAq'T products and objectives.
APPROACH
We define metrics as measurable quantitative or qualitative properties that can be
improved, maintained, or reduced. The approach followed to develop metrics for
the AAq'q" program was to In'st survey airspace metrics previously proposed for
the AATT program and those in use or proposed by NASA headquarters, the
FAA, and others for measuring performance of the NAS. We then grouped the
metrics into related topics and evaluated each against the desired attributes of
relevance to AATT products, measurability, time, and cost to measure, availability
of baseline measurements, and relevance to the FAA and airspace users.
We found that the metrics proposed varied from broad, far-reaching ones, such as
those implicit in NASA's "Global Civil Aviation Goals" (see Figure 1-1) to the
very detailed, such as delays caused by system outages (ref 4).
We found broad and detailed metrics in each of these categories.
Figure 1-1. NASA's Global Civil Aviation Goals
• Reduce accident rate by a factor of five in 10 years and a factor of 10 in 20 years.
• Reduce emissions by a factor of three in 10 years and a factor of five in 20 years.
• Reduce perceived noise of future aircraft by a factor of two in 10 years and a factor of
four in 20 years.
• While maintaining safety, triple aviation system throughput in all weather conditions
within 10 years.
• Reduce the cost of air travel by 25 percent within 10 years and 50 percent within 20
years.
i Free flight is the concept endorsed by the FAA and airspace users that would enable users to
determine their own flight trajectories to the maximum extent possible (ref 3).
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In general, metrics with potential applicability to the AATT program fell into
seven categories:
# Capacity
# Flexibility
# Efficiency
• _e_cmbility
• Safety
• Environment
• Delay.
Because the AATT program conducts research and development, its impacts on
the NAS will be realized in the future. Actual measurement of AATT impacts can
occur only during testing, primarily human-in-the-loop and field testing. Even
then, field testing may not show the full impact of AATT products if implement-
ing those products requires changes in FAA or airline policies and procedures,
such as flight planning and route approval, of broader geographic coverage than
the test area. For these reasons, the metrics selected must be able to predict impact
on the NAS based on less than global measurement and analysis.
In the course of discussions with the AATT program office, it became apparent
that what was needed was not a grocery list of measures with applicability to spe-
cific products, but rather, a short list of unifying metrics with applicability to mul-
tiple products to tie the products together, set priorities, and communicate
program goals both within the AATT program and externally to NASA head-
quarters and NAS stakeholders. The need identified was to develop a limited,
high-level set of metrics to establish program goals, set priorities, and communi-
cate externally and within the program.
This need for high-level metrics eliminated many of the more detailed metrics
from consideration for the overall program, although many of these will need to
be addressed by individual products. Additionally, it focused attention on devel-
oping AATT objectives and metrics to reflect those goals.
The four metrics we introduced earlier are the results of those discussions. In the
next chapter, we describe each in more detail.
The final step of the study was to develop objectives for each of the recommended
metrics. For the three quantitative metrics, this was accomplished in conjunction
with another AATT-sponsored study addressing program analysis and product
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prioritization. The goal for the qualitative measure is less specific since no base-
line data exist.
ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT
This report recommends four key metrics for use by the AATT program. Chap-
ter 2 defines these in more detail and identifies how to measure each and model its
impact. Chapter 3 provides estimates of the program' s potential impact along with
a supporting rationale. Chapter 4 provides a strategy to track the metrics and de-
velop detailed product analysis plans. Chapter 5 summarizes our findings and pre-
sents our conclusion and recommendations.
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Chapter 2
Key Advanced Air Transportation Technologies
Program Metrics (AATT)
In this chapter, we discuss each of the four metrics we propose, defining each and
identifying how it should be measured and/or modeled over the course of the Ad-
vanced AATT program.
AIRPORT PEAK CAPACITY
Congestion at airports is the single biggest cause of delay in the NAS. When de-
mand for service at one major airport and the surrounding air traffic control sec-
tors exceeds capacity, delays can spread throughout the nation as airplanes are
held on the ground. This creates costs for airspace users and travelers. If the
problems are systemic, airlines build expected delays into their schedules, in-
creasing their costs for fuel and labor and providing less service with a given fleet
of aircraft.
Today, aircraft using the nation's airports experience arrival delays averaging over
7 minutes per flight. At the busiest airports, average arrival delay can exceed
10 minutes (see Table 2-1). This is based on the Department of Transportation's
(DOT) Airline Service Quality Performance Data (ASQP), which is based on air-
line schedules that already include some time for expected delays. In the future,
delays are expected to grow as air traffic increases (references 4 and 5).
Improving airport capacity is a major goal of the AATT program. Many of its
products will help reduce congestion at airports by utilizing facilities more effi-
ciently. A metric is needed to show the program's impact. The one we recommend
is airport peak capacity.
The AATT products with the greatest impact on airport capacity are those ad-
dressing terminal area operations:
• Traffic Management Advisor (TMA)
• Passive Final Approach Spacing Tool (P-FAST)
• Active Final Approach Spacing Tool (A-FAST)
• Surface Movement Advisor (SMA)
• Expedite Departure Path (EDP).
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Additionally,AdvancedEn-routeGroundAutomation has the potential to im-
prove airport capacity, although to a lesser extent.
Table 2-1. Airport Arrival Delays
Avg. arrival
Airport code Airport ASQP arrivals delay (min.)
LAX
SFO
ATL
!BOS
STL
SEA
EWR
MIA
SLC
MCO
LAS
PHX
SAN
BWI
OAK
ORD
IAH
DEN
PHL
CLT
DCA
PIT
LGA
DFW
DTW
MSP
Los Angeles Int., CA
San Francisco Int., CA
Hartsfield Int., GA
Logan Int. Airport, MA
Lambert Int., MO
Seattle/Tacoma Int., WA
Newark Airport, NJ
Miami Int. Airport, FL
Salt Lake City, UT
Orlando Int., FL
McCarran Int., NV
Sky Harbor Int., AZ
Lindberg Field, CA
Baltimore-Washington Int., MD
Metropolitan Oakland, CA
O'Hare Int. Airport, IL
Houston Int., TX
Stapleton Int., CO
IPhiladelphia Int., PA
Charlotte, NC
National Airport, DC
Greater Pittsburgh, PA
La Guardia, NY
Dallas/Ft. Worth Int., TX
Wayne County Airport, MI
St. Paul Int., MN
175,844
126,150
226,990
89,769
170,215
90,805
105,911
69,557
83,238
67,186
110,926
154,915
64,777
65,444
64,525
286,050
119,149
128,687
89,809
129,243
83,694
123,414
96,637
262,718
143,315
132,416
10.30
10.02
8.95
8.88
8.41
8.36
8.10
8.08
8.01
7.96
7.90
7.71
7.71
7.14
6.88
6.32
6.14
5.93
5.91
5.57
5.49
5.39
5.27
5.08
4.97
3.91
Source: 1995 ASQP
Definition
Airport peak capacity is the total number of operations, departures and arrivals,
per hour as measured in a 15-minute interval and multiplied by four. The interval
chosen should be one where demand exceeds capacity.
Because improvements in capacity have an effect only when demand for service
nears capacity and are most pronounced when demand exceeds capacity, it is nec-
essary to count operations for this metric during a peak period. At major airports,
particularly hubs, these peaks periods occur many times each day. Their durations
vary, but they typically last less than an hour. The 15-minute period was chosen
because it is long enough to smooth minor fluctuations but still shorter than these
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peak periods, sometimes called rushes, banks, or complexes. The 15-minute inter-
val has the added advantage of already being in use at some FAA facilities (those
with CTAS) and by some airlines (those which use the passive surveillance radar
[PASSUR] system). Measurement should occur during the true peak, not its tails,
in order to assess AATT product impact fully. This will likely mean that the
measurement interval of 15 minutes will not align with the hour, half-hour, or
quarter-hours.
Measurement and Modeling
Counting operations at an airport during testing is very straightforward. However,
data today are not very easy to obtain since flight track data usually end or begin
well off the end of the runway and may not match up aircraft with runways, flight
numbers, or actual takeoff/touchdown times. The FAA has efforts underway to
improve these data.
Prior to testing, models such as the Airport Capacity Models (references 6,7, and
8) can be used to estimate the impact of products on individual airports. These
models were developed for NASA's Terminal Area Productivity Program. It
should be noted that since the configuration and weather at each major airport is
different, the impact of a particular technology on a given airport must be indi-
vidually estimated.
Data sources on airport operations to establish baselines and conduct tests of air-
port capacity include
• Enhanced Traffic Management System (ETMS),
• ARINC Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS), and
• Passive Surveillance Radar (PASSUR).
These systems may not provide all necessary data (e.g., which runway was used)
and, therefore, will need to be supplemented with data collected specifically for
the test or baseline.
Care should be taken to evaluate data for peak periods only.
EN-ROUTE SECTOR CAPACITY
Many of the AATT products are designed to either prevent potential conflicts
(aircraft approaching too closely) or to reduce the burden on the air traffic con-
troller of managing a given amount of traffic in a given sector of airspace. Each of
these has the potential to increase the number of aircraft a single controller can
handle at one time. This leads us to the en-route sector capacity metric.
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The products with the greatest impact on en-route sector capacity are
# Conflict Prediction and Trial Planning (CPTP),
• Airspace Tool and Sector Tool (AT/ST),
• AERGA, and
• Enhanced Cockpit Display of Traffic Information (E-CDTI)
Definition
En-route sector capacity is the maximum number of aircraft a controller can han-
dle at one time for a sustained period.
Today, that number is 18, plus or minus 3 aircraft (ref 9). Utilization rate, some-
times known as duty-cycle or workload, is the percentage of time a controller is
actively managing traffic.
Measurement and Modeling
This metric is unlikely to be measurable during field testing. Controllers do take
steps to lighten the load on a sector whose traffic nears capacity, by issuing speed
changes and vectors to approaching flights. If these measures do not bring traffic
to acceptable levels, ARTCC supervisors will divert flights to neighboring sectors.
These actions, though potentially identifiable, would be fairly difficult to spot in
operating records. Also, the number of aircraft entering one air traffic manage-
ment sector is dependent on the surrounding sectors and the flight plans of air-
craft. These will be beyond the scope of testing. As a result, even if a controller
could handle more aircraft, it is uncertain whether the air traffic management sys-
tem could be made to route more aircraft to the affected sector.
Increased en-route sector capacity can be measured reliably during human-in-the-
loop simulations to evaluate reduction in per-aircraft workload. This reduced
workload should increase the number of aircraft a controller can manage at one
time.
Prior to human-in-the-loop testing, the potential impact of AATT products can be
estimated using models such as the Functional Analysis Model (FAM, ref 10) that
utilizes a list of air traffic control event types, durations, sector configuration, and
air traffic to simulate air traffic control workload and the utilization of controllers.
Increased en-route sector capacity can be used as an input to network models of
the NAS such as LMINET or Approximate Network Delays (AND) to estimate
impact on the overall NAS. The impact will be due to less rerouting around busy
sectors and less delays for service in a sector. These, in turn, will reduce flight
times and therefore costs. Higher fidelity modeling of controller duty cycles can
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be accomplished using tools such as Reduced ATC Mathematical Simulator
(RAMS) between initial benefits assessment and human-in-the-loop tests.
BLOCK TIME AND FUEL
The degree to which the air traffic management system causes delays and imposes
deviation from optimal flight tracks determines in part how much time it takes and
how much fuel it takes to fly a given set of routes. These drive airline costs and
efficiency that affect the cost of travel.
Block time and fuel are linked in that, within limits, the pilot generally can trade-
off fuel and time, choosing to fly faster burning more fuel or slower burning less
fuel. Figure 2-1 illustrates the possible fuel/time combinations for a Boe-
ing 757-200 flying between Boston and Los Angeles for three different days. The
different results show the influence of winds aloft.
Figure 2-1. Fuel-Time Possibilities for Certain Days
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Definition
Block time is the amount of time from gate departure to gate arrival for a given
flight.
Fuel is the amount of fuel consumed for the same flight.
In some ways, this paired metric is the common denominator among the AAq"I"
products. All AATT products influence the block time and fuel either directly by
reducing the time it takes to accomplish a given phase of flight or reducing delay,
or by allowing a more desirable flight path than would otherwise have been flown.
The dollar value of these impacts can be estimated (see ref 11).
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Data on block time and fuel for complete flights are available in either the ASQP
(block time) or DOT's Form 41 financial and operations data (block time and
fuel). Data for airborne phases of flight for a particular aircraft can be derived
from ETMS data, although this is cumbersome. The FAA is developing a system
to make these flight track data more useful.
Although block time and fuel for entire flights can be measured during field tests,
it is challenging to determine changes in block time and fuel for flights versus
what they would have been without the AATT technology. That is to say, a flight
with a reduced flight time for the phase(s) of flight influenced by AATI" products
being tested might encounter other unrelated delays. Even so, the AATT program
should attempt to compare flights under similar conditions with and without the
AATT products.
It is easier to measure changes in the duration of particular phases of flight, such
as taxi times or time to altitude, either from flight tracks or airline data and com-
pute fuel burned during those phases of flight. The best data on these impacts
could come from the airlines themselves. The airlines record information on block
time and fuel by phase of flight, and they usually archive these data. At least one
major airline has indicated its willingness to share these data with NASA. It is
likely that other airlines would be willing to do so as well.
To extend test results and estimate systemic impacts of AATT products on block
times and fuel, a series of models are required. A model of a network of flights,
such as LMINET or Detailed Policy Analysis Tool (DPAT), necessary to generate
expected delays with and without the AATT products. An aircraft physical per-
formance model and track generator such as the ASAC Flight Segment Cost
Model Mission Generator (ref 12) are needed to compute time and fuel savings for
anticipated traffic with the reduced delays and more optimal routes.
ENABLE FREE FLIGHT
The nation's air traffic management philosophy is moving from the highly con-
strained system of yesterday toward one of minimal constraints on user flight
paths. This new philosophy is known as free flight. Under free flight, airspace us-
ers will be allowed to choose their own routes, speeds, and altitudes to the extent
that is consistent with safety. Moreover, when the air traffic management system
needs to impose constraints on flights, airspace users will be consulted to the ex-
tent practical (for instance, an airline might be allowed to choose which flights
incur necessary delays). The objective of free flight is to provide maximum flexi-
bility to the airlines and other airspace users.
Many of the AATr products are being developed to support the transition to free
flight. Unfortunately, there is no way to objectively measure the degree to which
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AATT products will allow the FAA to relax restrictions 5 to 10 years in the fu-
ture. Yet, the AATT program needs a metric to track its progress toward providing
technologies to enable free flight.
The AA'I_ products that will enable free flight include all those for en-route op-
erations:
• CPTP
• AT/ST
• AERGA
• CAP
• E-CDTI
• APATH.
Additional products to facilitate collaboration between ATC and aircraft operators
are planned but were not documented during the course of this study.
Definition
Enable free flight is a subjective evaluation of the AATT program's contribution
toward developing technologies in support of free flight.
There are two distinct aspects to this metric. First, is the program doing the right
things? This is an evaluation of the direction of the program. Second, did products
that were tested accomplish what they were supposed to? This is an evaluation of
the performance of the program.
Measurement
The simplest way to measure this metric is to seek out expert opinion. To be a
supportable metric, these experts must be from outside the AATT program and
not one of its contractors. Additionally, they must have knowledge of both the
goals of free flight and the AATT program. These requirements greatly narrow the
pool of people who can adequately evaluate the program.
Such a group does exist. It is NASA's Executive Steering Committee for air traf-
fic management which is composed of various members of industry, government,
and controllers. NASA should question this group, using the results to provide
insights and to serve as the metric on this important issue. Figure 2-2 is a sample
questionnaire that could be used for this purpose.
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Figure 2-2. Enable Free Flight Questionnaire
Sample Questionnaire
1. How familiar are you with the free flight concept?
1 2 3 4 5
Not Familiar Very Familiar
2. To what extent do you support free flight?
1 2 3 4 5
Don't support Strongly Support
Why?
3. Do you believe the AATT program's decision support tools (DSTs) will help enable free
flight?
Yes No
4. How important are the AATT DSTs to implementing free flight in the next 3-5 years?
1 2 3 4 5
Will have Can't implement
little impact without them
Beyond 5 years ?
1 2 3 4 5
Will have Can't implement
little impact without them
5. Is the AATF program developing the right technologies to support free flight?
1 2 3 4 5
Wrong Tools Some but Right Tools
not all
6. Is the AATT developing technologies rapidly enough to support free flight implementa-
tion ?
1 2 3 4 5
Much too Tools are ready
slowly long before needed
7. The __ DST was tested this year. Do test results demonstrate live up to expectations ?
1 2 3 4 5
No Some Far exceed
Please comment on the reverse.
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OTHER METRICS CONSIDERED
In arriving at these four program-level metrics, we considered a variety of other
metrics that are either currently in use or proposed. Many of those were very de-
tailed, such as controller situational awareness or number of flights deviating from
filed plans. Others--such as reduced emissions or objective measures of flexibil-
ity, which will be likely outcomes of AATT technologies once fully imple-
mented-are not the focus of the program.
In general, the measures fell into seven categories:
• Capacity
• Flexibility
• Efficiency
• Predictability
• Safety
• Environment
• Delay.
The metrics we recommend address the first three of these. Capacity is measured
in the airport/terminal area and en-route sector. Block time and fuel measure effi-
ciency. Flexibility is measured by enabling free flight.
Greater predictability and reduced emissions are likely eventual outcomes of the
AATT program resulting from reduced flight times, added capacity, and reduced
fuel consumption.
No AATT product will be implemented if it would reduce safety. In fact, by al-
lowing less congestion, reducing potential conflicts, and enhancing the ability of
controllers and air crew to deal with more air traffic, every product in the AATT
program will enhance safety. Again, increasing safety is not a primary goal of the
program; however, maintaining the current level of safety, at a minimum, is a pro-
gram constraint.
Delay is difficult to measure since some degree of delay is built into schedules and
not all delays are reported by either the airlines or FAA. The Department of
Transportation allows airlines to call arrivals that are less than 15 minutes late "on
time." When controllers vector or slow aircraft without putting them into holding
patterns, the FAA does not report any delay. Delays also can be caused by other
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factors, such as headwinds that are unrelated to air traffic management. Reduc-
tions in block time are an indicator of reductions in delay without any of these
complications.
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AATT Program's Potential Impacts
AIRPORT PEAK CAPACITY
Airport congestion is the biggest single cause of delay in the NAS (ref 10). The
AATT program will have its greatest impact at the airports and in the terminal
area. A variety of AATT products address airport and terminal area congestion.
Two of those products, the Passive Final Approach Spacing Tool (PFAST) and
the Traffic Management Advisor (TMA) already have been tested and are cur-
rently operational at Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport. Test results were
highly successful, increasing peak runway arrival capacity by about 13 percent
(ref 13). Those tools advise controllers about expected arrivals, metering traffic
into the terminal area, sequencing, and runway assignment.
Three other tools will improve airport capacity. Active FAST is the follow-on to
PFAST. It will provide flight track recommendations for individual aircraft in ad-
dition to planning sequence. Expedite Departure Path (EDP) will assist in man-
aging departure traffic. However, most of its benefits will involve improved flight
profile (see the Block Time and Fuel section below) rather than in increased ca-
pacity. The SMA will improve ground operations, reducing unused runway ca-
pacity because aircraft cannot get to or from a crowded runway.
To evaluate AATT's potential impact on airport capacity, we primarily focused on
AFAST, accepting the PFAST/TMA improvements as given 1. We utilized the
Airport Capacity Models to accomplish the analysis. Lee, et al. (ref 11) provides
details on this analysis, which is summarized below.
To account for PFAST/TMA improvements, we increased individual runway ca-
pacities by about 5 percent in peak arrival rate due to sequencing and peak depar-
ture rate by about 4 percent reflecting less arriving aircraft being diverted to
departure runways. The remaining 8 percent improvement in arrival rates reflects
a better balance among arrival runways, a factor already assumed by the model.
To model AFAST, we created new arrival/departure Pareto frontiers in the airport
capacity models (refs 6, 7, and 8) by adjusting input parameters to the models.
These frontiers show the capacity of a runway given a mix of arrivals and depar-
tures.
1We assume similar benefits at other parallel runway airports.
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AFAST should result in "tighter means and smaller standard deviations of in-trail
separations on final approach, ... and shorter common approach lengths" (ref 1).
Additionally, we assume that AFAST will provide controllers more accurate po-
sition and speed information. Specifically we model AFAST by (ref 11):
reduction in position uncertainty from 0.25 nautical miles (500 yards) to
100 feet;
reduction in the standard deviations of approach speeds from 5 knots to
2.5 knots;
reduction in the standard deviation of wind variation from 7 knots to
5 knots, reflecting AFAST's reduction in approach profile variability; and
_, reduction of common path length from 6 nautical miles to 5 nautical miles.
The new pareto frontiers describing runway capacities for instrument landing con-
ditions category 1 are illustrated in Figure 3-1. Similar frontiers were created for
other weather conditions. The single runway arrival capacity improvements under
visual and instrument flight rules combing AFAST and PFAST are on the order of
16 percent to 20 percent.
Figure 3-1. Airport Departure Arrival Capacity Pareto Frontiers
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To determine AATT's potential impact, this improvement must be combined with
the observed 8 percent improvement due to runway load balancing yields. The
combined impact of TMA, PFAST, and AFAST is an improvement of 24 percent
to 28 percent in peak airport capacity.
These tools focus on arrivals. AATT tools such as EDP may improve departure
capacity, primarily by sequencing aircraft. While arrival rushes and departure
rushes tend not to coincide, with arrival rushes having more impact on the airport
and the NAS, some benefit in total airport capacity is likely to occur due to these
tools. Other AATT tools that will impact airport capacity are in the early stages of
concept development or are planned for the future.
It is likely that AATT will achieve an improvement in airport peak capacity of
about 30 percent under most weather conditions. Additional improvements are
possible but will be more difficult to obtain.
We recommend that the AATT program establish the following:
_) Program objective. Increase airport peak capacity by 30 percent.
_) Stretch Goal. Increase airport peak capacity by 40 percent.
The stretch goal reflects an aggressive effort by the program to further improve
arrival and departure capacities.
EN-ROUTE SECTOR CAPACITY
The AATT products that will increase en-route sector capacity will do so primar-
ily by reducing the number of potential conflicts (aircraft on flight paths that could
put them too close to each other) and the workload to resolve each conflict. These
two factors reduce the controller's average workload per aircraft, thereby offering
the opportunity to increase the number of aircraft in any one sector. The tools that
will accomplish this are as follows:
_) CPTP
AT/ST
AERGA
• E-CDTI.
To estimate the potential increase in sector capacity, we used the Aircraft Air
Traffic Management Functional Analysis Model (FAM) to simulate air traffic
with conflicts but with varying time to resolve each conflict. FAM is a low-
fidelity model that simulates controller and air crew workload based on a series of
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events, each taking a certain amount of time. For more detail on FAM, see refer-
ence 9.
Following a review of the literature and discussions with controllers, it was de-
termined that all actions associated with resolving a potential conflict take on av-
erage, 50 seconds (refs 9 and 14). We postulated that this could be reduced by
half, to 25 seconds per conflict resolution. We ran these two cases along with a
best imaginable case where each conflict took only 5 seconds to resolve. The re-
suits are shown in Figure 3-2. Note, all other workload is assumed to be un-
changed. For more detail on this analysis see reference 11.
Figure 3-2. Impact on Controller Workload of Reduced Time to Resolve Conflicts
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As can be seen from the figure, current workload (the 50 second per conflict line)
equates with a controller utilization rate of 62.5 percent at 18 aircraft per sector.
To estimate AATT's potential impact, we held utilization constant in the range of
60 percent to 65 percent and measured the resulting impact on aircraft per sector.
At 60 percent utilization, the aircraft per sector increases from 17 to 18; at 65 per-
cent, it increases from 18.5 to 21.5. This equates to a 6 percent to 16 percent in-
crease. Given the fidelity of the model, and to create achievable yet aggressive
goals, we recommend the AATT program establish the following:
• Program objective. Increase en-route sector capacity by 10 percent.
• Stretch goal. Increase en-route sector capacity by 20 percent.
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BLOCK TIME AND FUEL
Block time and fuel are measures of the efficiency of the NAS. All AATT prod-
ucts will impact time and fuel, either directly, such as EDP by reducing time to
climb, or indirectly, such as AFAST by increasing airport capacity and, reducing
delay.
Reducing block time and fuel will have huge impacts. The airlines will save hun-
dreds of millions of dollars in direct operating costs for every percentage reduc-
tion in block time. They also will be able to schedule their fleets more effectively.
The air traffic control system will have to handle less aircraft at any one time be-
cause flights are in the air or on the taxiways for less time. The traveling public
will save time and, presumably, dollars as the airlines pass some of their reduced
costs on in the form of lower fares.
To estimate AATT's potential impact on block time and fuel, we considered two
factors, inefficient flight trajectories and delays. We discuss each below. Table 3-1
shows recent and anticipated year 2005 average flight characteristics. We used the
2005 projections in our analysis of AATT impacts.
Table 3-1. 1994 and Predicted 2005 Flight Characteristics a
Flight characteristics 1994 2005
Average stage length 681 710
Block time 1.92 1.99
Fuel 2,130 2,192
a1994baselinedata and FAA triplengthincreaseprojections(ref 12)
were usedto computenew averagestage lengths.We assumedadditional
distancewouldoccurat cruise(450 knotsand 16 gal./min.)
INEFFICIENT FLIGHT PROFILES
The air traffic management system can contribute to inefficient flight trajectories
during all phases of airborne flight by restricting altitude, speed, or course flown.
For our analysis, we consider the following phases of flight:
4, Climb
Exit from or entrance to the terminal area
_I, Cruise
Descent.
Each of these is discussed in a subsection below.
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Climb
By restrictinghowrapidlyanaircraftcanclimb to cruisealtitudewhereit operates
mostefficiently, theair traffic managementsystemcausesanaircraftto burnad-
ditional fuel.This penaltyis estimatedat 300poundsin themostcongestedtermi-
nal areas(or about50gallons)per flight (ref 11).Thisequatesto 2 percentof the
fuel burnonanaverageflight in 2005,with 38percentof flightsbeingimpacted.2
Thetotal impactis an0.8percentreductionin fuel consumedperflight in the
NAS. We estimatethatEDPcouldpotentiallysavebetweenhalf andthree-
quartersof this amount,equatingto 0.4percentto 0.6percent.We anticipate
minimal impacton total flight timessincefasterclimbsmeanadditionaldistance
to betraveledat cruise.
Exit from or Entranceto theTerminalArea
StandardInstrumentDeparture(SID) andStandardTerminalArrival (STAR) pro-
cedurescauseaircraftexitingor enteringterminalareasto fly specificpathsover
specificpointsfrequentlyhundredsof milesfrom thedepartureor arrivalairport.
Onesuchroutefrom AtlantaterminatesatMemphisnearly400milesdistant.The
effectof this is to causeaircraftto fly additionaldistance.
AATT productsthatenablebettermanagementof traffic in congestedterminal
areashavethepotentialto enabletheFAA to bring thesepointscloserto theair-
ports,therebyreducingtheextradistancetraveled.ThesetoolsareEDP,CPTP,
AT/ST (primarily ST),AERGA, E-CDTI, andAPATH.
Thatextradistanceis afunctionof thedistancetraveledalongtheSTARor SID
andthelocationof theSTAR or SID.To estimatethemagnitudeof thediversion,
wemadethesimplifyingassumptionthattheentireSTARor SID pathto its end-
point wasin a relativelystraightline. (Someof this is traveledtowardthedestina-
tionbut someis a diversion).We thencalculatedtheextradistancetraveledasa
functionof angulardiversion,distancefromtheairportto theendpointanddis-
tanceof theultimatedestinationor originalorigin to theendpoint.Theresultsare
shownin Table3-2.
Weestimatetheadditionaldistancetraveledatbetween5 and 15milesperflight
for bothSID andSTARor 10to 30milesoverall,adding1.3to 3.5minutesto an
averageflight. During this time,theaircraftburns19to 55gallonsof fuel.Bring-
ing theendpointsin to about50mileswouldeliminate80percentof this in almost
all cases.Resultingsavingswould rangefrom 0.8percentto 2.4percentof block
time and0.7percentto 2.1percentof fuel.
2BasedontheFAA's2005 Terminal Area Forecast (ref 15) for 15 of the busiest airports.
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Table 3-2. Extra Miles Traveled on SID/STAR as a Function of
Angle, SID/STAR Distance, and Distance to Ultimate Destination Origin
Degrees off
course
5
10
15
5
10
15
5
10
15
SID/STAR
distance
100
100
100
200
200
200
300
300
300
Destination/origin distance
750 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500
0.4
1.8
3.9
1.0
4.1
9.2
N/A
N/A
N/A
Extra distance travelled
0.4
1.7
3.8
1.0
3.8
8.5
1.6
6.5
14.5
0.4
1.6
3.6
0.9
3.5
7.8
1.4
5.7
12.7
0.4
1.6
3.6
0.8
3.4
7.6
1.3
5.4
1 1.9
0.4
1.6
3.5
0.8
3.3
7.4
1.3
5.2
11.6
Cruise
Descent
By restricting where an aircraft flies, at what altitudes, and at what speeds, the air
traffic management system imposes inefficiencies on flights over the best possible
routing. In comparing as-flown ETMS data for a variety of flights in 1996 with
optimal (wind route) flights for those same days, the estimated time savings is
0 percent to 0.7 percent per flight (0 to 2 minutes) with an average time savings of
0.3 percent (ref 11). An average jet would save about 0.1 percent of its fuel during
that period.
These results differ from our earlier study, which compared IFR preferred routes
with optimal routes. The ETMS data we examined show that flights usually fly
much more efficient paths than those routes.
A variety of AATT tools, including CPTP, AT/ST, AERGA, and E-CDTI, are de-
signed to facilitate free flight with the implicit assumption that this will enable
more efficient routing. We estimate these tools could eliminate 50 percent to
75 percent of these inefficiencies, some of which require other technologies or
would require policy changes unrelated to AATT. With rounding, that equates to a
0.2 percent savings in block time and a 0.1 percent savings in fuel.
By forcing aircraft to descend early and usually reduce speed as well, the air traf-
fic management system causes the aircraft to burn more fuel and take more time.
Flights at some congested airports impacting 30 percent of flights spend as much
as 7 to 9 minutes longer below 11,000 feet than optimal flight paths would other-
wise indicate. Since speeds at these altitudes are roughly one-half the normal
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cruise speeds to control noise and restrict flow, roughly four minutes are added to
each flight at those airports. This equates to 3.4 percent for those flights or 1.0
percent on the NAS overall. This adds 0.7 percent per flight in additional fuel
consumption.
We estimate that TMA, PFAST, AFAST, AT/ST, and AERGA could reduce this
time by between one-third and two-thirds, resulting in a 0.3 percent to 0.7 percent
block time reduction and 0.2 percent to 0.5 percent savings in fuel.
DELAYS
We considered two categories of delay in establishing AATr' s potential impact
on block time and fuel. The first of these is airborne delays; the second is taxi de-
lays.
Airborne Delays
By increasing capacity at airports and en-route sectors (see above), AATT will
help reduce airborne delays. To estimate the size of this impact, we used our esti-
mated capacity improvements in those areas as input to LMINET and compared
the results for projected 2005 traffic against results of a base case without the im-
provements as shown in Table 3-3.
Table 3-3. Expected Airborne Delays
Average Fuel burned Time savings Fuel savings
airbome delay during airborne (minutes and (gallons and
AATT status (minutes) delay (gallons) percent) percent)
2005 without AATT 0.92 16.2 NA NA
2005 with AATT 0.64 11.2 0.28 (0.2%) 5.0 (0.2%)
Taxi Delays
Note: Since this is averaged across all flights, many of which encounter no airborne delay, the
average opportunity is small. In addition, most predictable delays are assumed to occur prior to
takeoff.
The total expected delay is 0.9 percent of block time and 0.9 percent of fuel. If
AATT products can help eliminate between one-third and two-thirds of this
amount, the potential savings range from 0.3 percent to 0.6 percent for both.
AATT tools will help decrease both taxi-out and taxi-in delays. Table 3-4 high-
lights taxi-out delays at major airports. Those delays are expected to grow as traf-
fic at busy airports increases.
Most taxi-out delays are associated with departure queues. In many cases, these
queues arise from the airlines scheduling many flights to depart in a brief period,
far exceeding airport capacity. EDP will increase departure capacity mitigating the
problem somewhat.
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Table 3-4. January 1993 Taxi-Out Delays at Major U.S. Airports
ATL
EWR
JFK
DFW
MIA
LGA
DEN
MSP
SLC
DTW
LAX
SFO
BOS
DCA
ORD
BNA
CVG
PHX
lAD
PHL
Average delay Standard deviation
Airport name (minutes) delay (minutes) Departures
Hartsfield International, GA
Newark Airport, NJ
J. F. Kennedy International Airport, NY
Dallas/Ft. Worth In, TX
Miami International Airport, FL
La Guardia Airport, NY
Stapleton International, Denver, CO
St. Paul International, MN
Salt Lake City, LIT
Wayne Co. Airport, MI
Los Angeles International, CA
San Francisco International, CA
6.1
5.7
5.4
5.2
5.1
5.1
4.7
4.2
4.1
Logan International Airport, MA
National Airport, DC
O'Hare International Airport, IL
Nashville, TN
Cincinnati, OH
Sky Harbor International, AZ
Dulles Intemational Airport, DC
Philadelphia International, PA
3.7
3.2
3.2
3.1
3.1
3.0
2.9
2.8
2.7
2.7
2.7
7.5
8.0
7.4
7.3
7.1
6.7
7.1
7.4
7.0
6.2
5.7
2.0
5.4
5.4
5.6
4.7
4.8
4.4
5.3
5.1
266,830
135,724
75,604
349,228
110,702
135,848
177,482
131,468
82,173
141,296
185,864
150,105
154,841
97,121
378,073
64,413
73,529
143,609
44,676
108,935
Source: DOT Form 100 data.
To estimate the impact of AATT capacity increases on future departure delays, we
used the runway capacity models and LMINET to predict those delays in 2005
with and without various improvements (ref 11). The results are shown in Ta-
ble 3-5.
Table 3-5. Impact of AATT Capacity Increases on Taxi-out Delays
Average minutes Fuel burned during Time savings Fuel savings
AATT status taxi-out delay taxi-out delay (hours [%]) (gallons [%])
2005 without AATT 1.72 10.4 NA NA
2005 with AA'I-r 1.52 9.2 0.20 (0.2%) 1.2 (0.1%)
The Advanced Surface Movement Advisor, SMA-2, will further reduce taxi-out
delays by providing the opportunity to better sequence departing aircraft. By
grouping large aircraft together, an additional 1 to 2 minutes of time could be
saved on roughly half of all flights. This equates to 0.4 percent to 0.8 percent of
block time during which 0.1 percent to 0.2 percent of total fuel would be saved.
Combined, these two impacts yield a time savings of 0.6 percent to 1.0 percent of
block time and 0.2 percent to 0.3 percent of block fuel.
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AATT's POTENTIAL IMPACT ON BLOCK TIME AND FUEL
The total block time and fuel spent flying inefficient routes and during delays is
shown in Table 3-6. It also shows the estimated AATT impacts. The cumulative
effect of the AATT program could be a 2 percent to 5 percent reduction in block
time and a 2 percent to 4 percent reduction in fuel as shown in Table 3-6. These
numbers lead to our recommendations:
Program objective. Reduce block time and fuel by 2 percent.
Stretch goal. Reduce block time by 5 percent and fuel by 4 percent.
Table 3-6. AATT' s Potential Impact on Block Time and Fuel
Action
Climb
Exit/entn/of terminal area
Cruise
Descent
Airborne delay
Taxi delays
Block time
reduction lower
bound (%)
0
0.8
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.6
Block time
reduction up-
per bound (%)
0
2.4
0.2
0.7
0.6
1.0
Fuel reduction
lower bound
(%)
0.4
0.7
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.2
Fuel reduction
upper bound
(%)
0.6
2.1
0.1
0,5
0.6
0.3
Total 2.2 4.9 1.9 4.2
ENABLE FREE FLIGHT
It is not yet possible to establish a goal for this metric other than to provide free-
flight enabling technologies. Initial evaluation of the program by its Executive
Steering Committee should occur in early 1998. After that baseline is established,
the program can set goals based on the scoring. The goal for this metric is still
likely to be maintain or improve, rather than manifestation of a quantitative ob-
jective for this subjective measure.
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Chapter 4
Using the Metrics: Recommendations
The four metrics--airport peak capacity, en-route sector capacity, block time and
fuel, and enable free flight--provide full coverage for major AATT objectives and
all AATT products. They should be employed at both the program and product
levels of the organization.
USING THE METRICS AT THE PROGRAM LEVEL
At the program level, the metrics serve four primary purposes. They should be
used to
# establish program goals,
¢, relate products to each other,
# track program progress, and
# communicate with NAS stakeholders.
Prior to this metrics development activity, the AATT program has not had a set of
program metrics or goals. The metrics and goals developed in this activity provide
the first step in providing program management and various oversight bodies with
quantified measures of the potential performance benefits of this program.
In the previous chapter, we provided a rationale to justify specific goals for the
three objective metrics. This should serve as the basis for discussions within
NASA that should result in specific program goals.
Once goals have been established, the goals associated with individual products
and the products' individual contributions can be assessed. The next logical step is
for the program to develop goals for individual products. This enables program
managers to set priorities and devote management attention where most needed.
The AATI" program should use these metrics to track both its accomplishments
and expected future progress. Figure 4-1 is an example of how this might be dis-
played graphically.
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Figure 4-1. Tracking Metrics
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Individual product contributions are not independent. The results of an early proj-
ect serve as the new baseline for follow-on projects. To maintain the integrity of
its projected accomplishments, the program office should conduct analysis to
model the cumulative impacts of multiple products, especially if product tests are
to be conducted at different sites.
Tracking metrics should be event-driven. That is to say, individual products
should not require a detailed effort to estimate their contributions based on a cal-
endar date. Rather, their contributions should be updated when they reach a mile-
stone, such as testing, or, as they change, their concepts should be refined to
change significant details.
The program manager should be able to say "PFAST and TMA improved airport
peak capacity by 13 percent; AFAST should improve it by another 16 percent to
20 percent; and by the time the program is over, we will have demonstrated that
the technologies improve capacity by 30 percent to 40 percent." The program and
product goals, status, and plans identified in the study serve as the basis for effec-
tive communications with NAS stakeholders.
USING THE METRICS AT THE PRODUCT LEVEL
The metrics and goals we have introduced for the AATT program are the basis for
individual product metrics, including but not limited to the four discussed. As part
of a structured systems engineering process and formal metrics programs, the
AATT program should develop analysis plans for each of its products. These
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plansmaybestandalone,althoughtheymaybeincludedin other development
documentation.
Currently, most individual AATT products do not have specific goals that they are
trying to achieve. Furthermore, some products have begun testing without data
collection or without plans on how they would analyze the data to determine how
successful the product was.
Product analysis plans should include the following sections:
Goals. This section should address fundamental questions: What program
goals is the product contributing to? What is the expected impact of the
product (e.g., reduce time to climb [a phase of flight] by 15 percent.)
AATT products have broad objectives in terms of what they hope to
achieve. These need to become more specific during concept exploration.
Physical Parameters. What physical parameters will the product impact?
In modeling AFAST, for example, we assumed reduction in various un-
certainties and in common path length. Once each product knows its goals,
it should analyze how it intends to achieve them.
Other Important Factors. In addition to the parameters changed to
achieve product goals, each product must measure its impact on other
factors such as safety (e.g., spacing and alerts) and acceptability to users.
These must be defined as part of the measurement planning process.
4, Baseline Data. In order to assess product impacts, baseline data for sites
or situations equivalent to expected test conditions must be collected, pref-
erably early in concept exploration and again as close to testing as possi-
ble. This is not the same as collecting general or NAS overall baselines.
Specific baseline data must be comparable and matchable to test data.
How the product team plans to collect baseline data needs to be part of the
plan.
Data Sources. How will data on program goals, key parameters, and other
important factors be collected? What existing data sources will be used?
What observers will be necessary? What logs or airline data are needed?
Will controllers, air crew, or others be asked to evaluate the technology or
the test? Do any new data sources need to be established? These questions
need to be addressed so that all necessary data are collected.
4, Tests. How many tests will be performed? Where? What specific condi-
tions (e.g., flight rules, traffic, etc.) will be sampled? Who will participate?
At what points in the development cycle? What constitutes success? Spe-
cific test plans should be developed in advance of each test.
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Models. What models are necessary to calculate the impact of parameters
on program goals early in development or the extend test results to the
NAS? Do they exist or do they need to be developed? Have they been or
will they be approved by the program office?
Analysis. What analysis of test data needs to be performed to assess the
success, safety, and acceptability of the product? Will the baseline and test
data be sufficient to perform the analysis? when will the analysis team be
formed, and who will it be? How much time and resources are necessary
for the analysis?
Roll-up. How will product planned impacts and actual test results be com-
bined with related products for roll-up into program metrics? Although
performed at the AATT program level, the products need to ensure their
compatibility with program-level analyses.
Naturally, analysis plans will become more specific as products progress through
the development cycle. In the earliest stages of development, these plans will be
rough, consisting mainly of broad goals, baseline data, and key parameters. The
plans should rapidly become more detailed as concepts are explored. They should
be quite detailed long before demonstration and test.
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Chapter 5
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations
SUMMARY
LMI's task was to identify metrics and success criteria for the overall AATT pro-
gram. We have identified four metrics that provide full coverage for all AATT
products and implicit program goals. They are:
i1, Airport peak capacity. In terms of operations per hour as measured in a
15-minute interval when demand exceeds capacity. This metric applies to
airport terminal area operations. This metric needs to be applied to all
weather conditions prevalent at an airport.
En-route sector capacity. In terms of the number of aircraft a controller
can safely handle at one time. This metric applies to en-route operations.
Block time and fuel. Two to five percent and two to four percent, respec-
tively, in terms of the time and fuel necessary to fly a set of routes with
particular aircraft under similar conditions. This metric applies to airport
terminal area, en-route, and ground operations. That is to say, it applies to
all AATT products.
Enable free flight. Involves expert evaluation of the AATT program's
progress toward providing free _ght-enabling technologies. This metric
applies to en-route operations.
These metrics provide measures of NAS capacity, efficiency, and flexibility. Indi-
rectly, block time provides a measure of NAS delay; variance in block time pro-
vides a measure of NAS predictability. The AATT program also will have a
positive impact on NAS safety and reduce emissions to the environment, but these
are not the primary focus of the program.
The AATT program's potential impact on the NAS has been estimated for the
three objective metrics with an achievable program objective and a more aggres-
sive stretch goal for each:
Increase airport peak capacity by 30 percent to 40 percent.
Increase en-route sector capacity by 10 percent to 20 percent.
ii, Reduce block time by 2 percent to 5 percent and block fuel by 2 percent to
4 percent.
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Each AATT product contributes to one or more program metrics either directly or
indirectly by improving overall performance of the NAS as shown in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1. Key metrics for AATT products
Direct impact Indirect impact
Terminal Area
TMA
P-FAST
A-FAST
EDP
En-route
CPTP
AT/ST
AERGA
CAP
E-CDTI
APATH
Ground
SMA-1
SMA-2
Airport peak capacity
Airport peak capacity
Airport peak capacity
Airport peak capacity; block time/fuel
En-route sector peak capacity
En-route sector peak capacity
Airport capacity; en-route sector peak
capacity; enable free flight
Enable free flight
En-route sector peak capacity
Enable free flight
Block time/fuel
Block time/fuel
Block time/fuel
Block time/fuel
Block time/fuel; enable free flight
Enable free flight
Block time/fuel; enable free flight
Block time/fuel; enable free flight
Block time/fuel
Block time/fuel
Block time/fuel; enable free flight
Block time/fuel
N/A
Enable free flight
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
We have provided the AATT program with four unifying metrics that can be used
to establish program goals, relate individual projects to each other and prioritize
them, and communicate with NAS stakeholders. The AATT program should
adopt these metrics.
The program should then set goals for these metrics. We have estimated the pro-
gram's likely and potential impacts to support that process. The AATT program
contributes to, but will not achieve NASA's global civil aviation goals.
The next logical steps are to begin a metrics tracking process at the program level
and develop product goals and analyses plans. At the program level, only a mod-
est level of effort is required to set goals and track progress. At the product level,
a more significant effort is required to set goals 1 and develop metrics and analysis
plans appropriate for the product. These efforts are necessary if AATT is to suc-
ceed in its transition from a collection of independent projects to a single focused
program.
1A note of caution: AATI" is a research and development program. As concepts are explored
and knowledge gained, goals for the program and its products may need to be revisited.
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During thenextyear,NASA shouldshift its metricsfocusfrom theprogramlevel
to theproducts.
By takingthesesteps,theAATT programwill beableto track andcommunicate
programobjectivesandstatusandwill bebetterableto compareAATT products,
their individualstatus,andtheir priority relativeto eachother.
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Appendix A
Abbreviations
AATT
ACARS
AERGA
AFAST
AND
APATH
ARTCC
ASAC
ASQP
AT
ATC
CAP
CPTP
CTAS
DPAT
DST
EDP
ETMS
FAA
FAM
FAST
IFR
LMINET
NAS
NASA
PASSUR
Advanced Air Transportation Technologies
ARINC Communications Addressing and Reporting System
Advanced En-route Ground Automation
Active Final Approach Spacing Tool
Approximate Network Delays
Airborne Integrated Route Planner for Avoiding Traffic and Hazard
Air Route Traffic Control Center
Aviation Systems Analysis Capability
Airline Service and Quality Performance
Airspace Tool
Air Traffic Control
Collaborative Arrival Planning
Conflict Probe/Trial Planning Tool
Center-TRACON Automation System
Detail Policy Analysis Tool
Daylight Saving Time
Expedite Departure Path
Enhanced Traffic Management System
Federal Aeronautics Administration
Functional Analysis Model
Final Approach Spacing Tool
Instrument Flight Rules
A queuing network model of the U. S. national airspace system
National Airspace System
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Passive Surveillance Radar
A-1
PFAST
RAMS
SID
SMA
ST
STAR
TMA
Passive Final Approach Spacing Tool
Reorganized ATC Mathematical Simulator
Standard Instrument Departure
Surface Movement Advisor
Sector Too1
Standard Terminal Arrival Route
Traffic Management Advisor
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